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Introduction 
Whar comprises local scientific knowledge of tradirional or indigenous farmers 
(FK) and formal global scientific knowledge (SK)? How similar am they? What 
is 'sustainable' agriculmte and what mles should FK and SK play in sustainable 
agricultural dnrclopment? Who dctermina these mles and what effect does the 
assignment of roles have on the sucvas of development projects? These arc some 
of the questions that we have been asking ourselves and others during our years 
spent working wirh farmers and scientists in applied research and development 
in many locations amund the wodd. 

Conventional agriculture is widely adtnowlcdgcd to be unsustainable, and 
mote sustainable ways ofproducing food ate advocated both for industrial and tn- 
&tionally based agriculture (Marson cr al. 1997; Tilman ct al. 2002; Boody ct al. 
2005). ~owevcr, ;usminable agricultural dnrelopment is a goal, based onvalus 
(see Sillitoe, this volume). It increasingly involves participation of both farmers 
and scientisrs, and thus requires an understanding of FK and SK To respond mote 
e&tivcly to the needs of small-scale farmers in the Third Wodd, we need to &is- 
cuss openly the values underlying different definitions of sustainability to teach 
consensus on of agricultural dcvelopmcnt, and the empirid basis of defini- 
tions of FK and SK to understand their potential roles in meeting these goals. 

FK h d  SK about the biophysical wodd ate often defined deductively, based 
on assumptions that follow from the definition of sustainability used in a given 
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When agreement on a subjective definition of sustainable agriculture is 
reached among a group of people (explicitly or,implicitly), then indicators of sus- 
tainability can be generated, and the degree to which a given component of a 
specific agricultural system, including practices and knowledge (FK and SK), is 
sustainable can be objectively assessed. However, the choice of indicators will 
also necessarily be influenced by values, meaning that while measuring sustain- 
ability can be done more objectively than defining sustainability, measuring sus- 
tainability can never be completely objective, just as no knowledge of objective 
reality can ever be wmpletely objcctive. 

Knowhdge and Sustainable Agricuftuw 
The belief that indigenous knowledge is critical for sustainability has been 
spreading for more than two decades. An important milestone in this movement 
was the incorporation of this concept in the 1992 Convention on Biological 
Diversity. For example, Article 8(j) calls for signatories to 'respect, preserve and 
maintain knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local commu- 
nities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and sustain- 
able use of biological diversity' and to 'encourage the equitable sharing of bene- 
fits' arising from the use of same. 

Sustainable agriculture is central to sustainable development, and there is 
much interest in the potential for synergy between SK and FK, one of the cen- 
tral components of the debate over global vs. local knowledge. Farmers whose 
well-being and way of life is threatened by modern technology opportunistical- 
ly make use of possibilities offered by modern technology to improve their situ- 
ation (Cleveland 1998) -or they will no longer be able to remain farmen (see 
Dove ct al., this volume, on hybrid knowledge). They may define thcir agricul- 
ture in ways that include industrial agriculture technologies, in part because it 
serves thcir larger goal of maintaining their physical and cultural identity. For 
example, Zuni indigenous farmers have learned how to use global positioning 
system (GPS) technology to map their family farm fields, and this has become a 
powerful fomc in resolving land disputes that have impeded the revitalisation of 
their farming systcm (Cleveland et al. 1995). Farmers' advocates, including 
many local and international NGOs, are also promoting the inclusion of FK in 
agricultural development (e.g. Haverkort et al. 2003). 

Scientists arc also interested in using FK to increase the sustainability of agri- 
culture. Many have suggested that some local lessons can be generalised to the 
global scale, for example in management of common pool resources such as irri- 
gation water, over which global competition is rapidly increasing (Ostrom et al. 
1999). Mauon ct al. (1997: 508) advocate the development of more ecological- 
ly designed agricultural systems that reintegrate features of traditional agricul- 
tural knowledge and add new ecological knowledge'. 

The explicit inclusion of both FK and SK in agricultural development is usu- 
ally initiated by scientists or development professionals, probably because they 
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are the ones in power. The result is participatory research and development pm- 
grammcs, with the implication that hrmen are participating in scientists' 
applied research and development (Soleri et al. 2002). Multilevel or multistage 
classifications of ax common in this kind of r e d ,  and tend to 
emphasisc the degree ofsocial and institutional participation of farmers and sci- 
entists (e.g.. B i  1989). Often, the r o h  of &amerr, m u d  scLnrkts and s o d  
scientists appear to be determined by implicit or explicit assumptions about what 
constitutes FK and SK that derive deductively from the definitions of sustainable 
agriculture employed, not from empirical understanding of the oature of FK and 
SK in the contexts involved. 

Farmer and Scientist Knowledge in SustainZble 
Agriculture Development 
The most prominent views of the nature of FK and SK and their roles in devel- 
opment reflect those of the wider discusJi?n of local or indigenous knowledge 
and modem, global science. These views tend to be based on uncxamined, often 
value-based assumptions about the nature of these knowledgcs. Most can be clas- 
sified into three broad categories based on definition of FK (Table 11.2): the ew- 
nomically rational hrmer, the sociocultutally rational hrmet, and the ecologi- 
cally rational farmer. Blaikie et al. (1997) propose a classification of local knowl- 
edge in natural mource development in which their 'classical' corresponds 
roughly to our 'economically irrational' view of hrmen (not included in our 
Table 11.2, but see brief discussion below), heoliberal' to out 'economically 
rational', and 'neopopulist' to our ' soci~ul tutal l~ rational' and 'ecologically 
rational'. A fourth view, held by a minority, is one which we term the complex 
farmer. In the following sections we briefly describe these v i m  of FK and the 
correlated views of SK, suggesting how each is based at least in part on a differ- 
ent definition of sustainable agriculture, and how each implies different roles for 
farmers, natural scientists and social scientists involved in sustainable agricultur- 
al development (Table 11.2). 

The Economically Rational Farmer 
Until after the Second World War a view of hrmers as economically irrational 
dominated Western ideas of Third World agricultural development. As research 
on hrmers increased, in part in an e h r t  to understand their 'irrational' response 
to development, this assumption was replaced by the view that farmers are cco- 
nomidly rational, bur limited environmentally socially, and economically. 
Today farmen' 'behaviour may often seem irrational to Western economists who 
have little comprehension of the precarious nature of subsistence living and the 
importance ofavoiding risks' (Todam 1994: 282). As a widely-used textbook on 
economic development states: 
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in spite of the relative backwardness of production technologies ... the fact 
remains that given the sutic nature of the peumu' environment, thc unccruinties 
that surround them, the need to meet minimum survival lnrls of output, and the 
rigid social institutions into which they are lodted, most p u ~ v l u  behave in an cco- 
nomiully rational manner when confronted with alternative opportunities. 
(Todaro 1994: 305) 

The rational farmer viewpoint that dominates mainstream agricultural develop- 
ment today is based on a unilinul theory of development, the highest level of 
which is the modern industrial state which enjoys mass consqmption and other 
'blessings and choices opened up by the march of compound interest' (Rostow 
1971: 6)). Agriculture is specialised and totally commercial, 'no different in con- 
cept or operation from large industrial enterprises' (Todaro 1994: 110). 

Drfiniition ofn*r.wimbb agri(~~Itum. The definition of sustainable agriculture 
that characterises this v im  of farmers emphasises economics, and modern, tech- 
nologicdly wmpla,  high-input agriculture. For example, a fundamental 
assumption oken made by genetically engineered (GE) crop advocates is that 
Third World agriculture is 'primitive' artd that thc major goal of agricultural 
development is ultimately to replace it with modern industrial agriculture, 
including genetically engineered crop varieties, incorporating farmers into the 
global seed system dominated by private companies (DcVries and Toenniesscn 
2001; Conway 2003). 

Economic growth is a key component of sustainable agriculture, and the 
emphasis is on increasing the slope of total factor productivity, or output 
through time (Lynam and Herdt 1992), often based on modcrn crop varicties 
that are highly responsive to increased inputs such as irrigation and manufac- 
tured fertilisers and pesticides (Cleveland 2001). For aample, a rcport on a 
development project in Senegal concluded that. 'If farmers arc given better access 
to information, rice technologies, inputs and decision making, rice production 
on irrigated land in West Africa may leap forward rapidly as potential produc- 
tion gains ate still luge' (Haef.de et al. 2002). 

Population growth is taken as exogenous, and since sustainablc agriculture 
must feed a growing population, it equatcs with 'sustainable growth' (Lynam and 
Hcrdt 1992: 21 I). The time period for measuring sustainability must be short 
enough to make a projection with low probability of error, i.c. less than twenty 
years, and the spatial scale must bc limited, i.c. the farming systcm in a specific 
location, since higher organisational levels cannot be adequately defined. 
Environmental sustainability is subordinate to economic growth, e.g. the adop- 
tion of agro-ecological technologies is seen as dcpendcnt on whether farmers 
v im them as increasing profit or welfare, and therefore will only be useful if they 
'complement the continued use of inputs in the intensification of farming sys- 
tems' (Lynam and Hcrdt 1992: 215). 

D&nition o f f m r  ~ n d ~ i c n t i r t  knowledge. This v im of the rational krmer 
developed within economics in the 1960s in reaction to the view that farmers are 
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'irrational' or 'primitivc'. The economists Boscrup (1965) and Schultz (1964) 
published important books citing evidence to suppprr thcir d i m s  that farmers 
are capable of responding in economically rational ways to forces generated by 
the market placc and population pressure. 

Even as definitions of farmers' economic rationality continue to be refined. 
the underlying assumption rcmains that farmers attempt to maximise thcir indi- 
vidual utilities, making decisions in the samc way that any business pcrron 
would, if they havc thc samc information and opportunities (Hardakcr et al. 
1997). Thus, scemingly irrational behaviou~ can be understood as the rcsult of 
the constraint of engagement in .. . markets which are often imperfect or 
incomplete' (Ellis 1993: 13). Agriculturd modernisation and development is cast 
in terms of improving markets, prices, technology or education to remove con- 
straints on farmers' potentially economically rational behaviour that will lead 
them down the path to modern agriculture (Todaro 1994). It ako focuses on 
replacing inferior FK with superior SK, as for example in a participatory plant- 
breeding project in Mexico, which attempted to teach farmers basic maize repro- 
ductive biology and selection techniques, assuming that in-field plant selection 
will be more cficicnt than the traditional method of selection of ears post-har- 
vcst (CIMMYT 2000). Often, the only FK considered worth researching is 
knowledge rcceivcd from outsiders, as in an irrigation project in Senegal that 
documcnted farmers' knowlcdgc of production practices recommcndcd by the 
government irrigation and atcnsion authority (Haefelc et al. 2002). 
Roks in agriculmrnl drvehpmrnt. Farmers' roles am passive - thcy are expect- 

ed to give up thcir primitive idcas and methods and to adopt modcrn farming 
mcthods, or to get out of farming altogcthcr. However, farmcrs may bc consid- 
ered to bc 'only dimly aware of the potential bcnehs of improved germplasm 
and crop management practices', and lack thc education and skills needed to 
manage modcrn crop varicties 'properly' (Aquino 1998: 249). Outsiders facili- 
tatc the replacement or modernisation of small-scale farmers. including replacc- 
ment of their crop varieties with modcrn ones (Srivastava and Jaffce 1993). This 
is the dominant thcmc, for oramplc, among both private companies and intcr- 
national agencies promoting GE crop varieties for Third World farmers, such as 
the Rockefeller Foundation policy for GE crops, which is similar to its policy for 
the Green Revolution (Conway 2003). Small-scale farms in theThird World are 
considcrcd inferior and transitory, but requiring modernisation in thc short run 
to keep people from migrating to cities (Hazcll 2004). T h y  need timc to 
become cducated cnough to leave 'unproductive' farming behind. 

The Socioculturally Rational Farmer 
In pan a response to the economic rationality viewpoint, the 'socioculturally ntion- 
al farmci perspective tejects the assumption that SK is always superior to FK, and 
that unilineal, market-driven agriculture development can be sustainablc. Instcad it 
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cmphasises the social and political relations believed to be implicit in conventional 
agricultural devdopment, and proposes alternatives based on what proponents per- 
ceive to be the social and cultural perspectives of the farmers themselves. 

Definition of w s k z i ~ b k  agricultun. Definitions of sustainable agriculture 
emphasising social aspects and equity arc often associated with a vim of farmer 
kmd+ a. natunt, orgarric, contextual, and skill rather than th-, These dd- 
initions ofren include the assumption that modern agriculture is inherently 
unsustainable, and indigcnous agriculture inherently sustainable. Like the eco- 
nomically rational vim, and in contrast to the ecologically rational view, this view 
does not cmphasise environmental limits and the need to limit human impact. 

Definition offnrmer andscientirt knowkdge. This viewpoint proposes that FK 
and SK are - often fundamentally - different, and that FK is more sustainable 
because ic is more 'natural', 'organic' and 'holistic' than SK, and farmers may be 
wnsidercd to be inherently conserntors of their environment and their crop 
production resources (e.g., Escobar 1999). The difference in knowledge is based 
on an 'enormous epistemological diffcrence' between 'peasants' whose thought is 
'inherently holistic and dependent on ideritifying things in terms of their rela- 
tionships to larger wholes' and that of 'the modern Western world which is 
'inherently atomistic and reductionist, defining identity in terms of the thing 
itself and not in relation to the context of which the thing is part'(Taussig 1 9 m  
150). Much of the discussion of knowledge systems and development is cast in 
modern vs. posunodernlpremodern terms, emphasising FK and SK as funda- 
mentally different, which often means that there can be no constructive combi- 
nation of the two, and we are forced to choose between them. 

There is often an assumption that knowledge is more socially than cnviron- 
mentally constructed, and the unique localness of FK is emphasiscd. For exam- 
ple, 'All traditional knowledge systems use different paradigms, which manifest 
themselves in the knowledge of everyday life ...' (Haverltort et 11. 2003: 36). 
Fairhcad and Leach's study of West African farmers' management of their forest- 
savannah vegetation and soils condudes that they 'enrich' the landscape by wn- 
vetting savannah into 'forest islands', while providing themselves a relatively good 
living, and that local 'specificities' are most important (1996). They see this as a 
stark contmt to the 'reading of development professionals who are allied with 
existing power structures, and scc the landscape as degraded into patchy savannah 
from a pre-exlting pristine forest by destructive land use. Fairhead and Leach link 
this 'reading' with functionalist equilibrium 'cultural cwlogy' models that they 
say are based on inadequate and outdated ecological theory and embedded in a 
Western science epistemology that decouplcs 'natural and social phenomena'. 

One prominent approach that supports the socioculturally rational farmer 
vim is the relativist, utilitarian tradition of ethnobiology or folk biology, pro- 
posing that local knowledge is unique and depends on the gods, theories and 
beliefs of the local people (Medin and Atran 1999: 6). As Berlin notes, the util- 
itarian tradition is often dominated by economic concerns, or descriptions of 

uses, and this continues to be a strong tradition, in economic botany and wolo- 
gy (Berlin 1992). 

Whik the utilitarian approach in ethnobiology often emphasises the useful- 
ness of SK as an aid in describing FK, a more extreme version of the sociocul- 
turally rational view s m  attempts to explain farmers' knowledge and practice in 
scitRtifK ~ f -  es kpcCdLAp tr- appfssiafien of skEir h k h  (sa Sck- 
1997: 175-76), with the implication that there is no ontologicd basis for com- 
parison. Therefore, FK is relegated to a black box that can only be described by 
outside ethnographers, and it is not considered valid to investigate the rclation- 
ship of FK to external reality or to SK, or the way it is generated. 'Culture' 
bewmes an entity that is 'assimilated in something of the same way a body 
warms to the sun' (Medin and Atran 1999: 6). For orample, lngold rejects 
knowledge as economic rationality (embodied for him in evolutionary psychol- 
ogy) and knowledge as ecological rationality (embodied for him in evolutionary 
ecology) and advocates knowledge as acquired through performance, or 'enskill- 
ment', which seems to imply that farmers acquire knowledge through direct 
experience and contact with nature, rather than explicitly (e.g., Ingold 1996). 
Richards applies these assumptions to farmers' cropping patterns and sees each 
farmer's crop mixture as a 'completed performance' which can only be interpret- 
ed by 'reconstructing the sequence of events in time', because he declares that it 
is 'not the outcome of a prior body of "indigenous technical knowledge'" and 
'much of it should he judged and valued not by the standards ofscientific analy- 
sis, but as self-help therapy' (Richards 1993: 67, 70). 

Role in agrirultuml clrwlopmmr. The farmers' role in sustainable agriculture 
in this view is often to continue their practices based on their traditional or 
indigenous knowledge. The 'proper' role for outsiders is empowerment of local 
people, and they 'must choose between being facilitators for local autonomy ... 
by brokering the pmervation and application of knowledge systems that con- 
tribute to rehumanization and re-naturalization of nature ..., or be agents of 
hegemonic "progress"' (Purccll 1998: 267). Yet some who see universal, reduc- 
tionist SK and local, holistic indigcnous knowledge as fundamentally different, 
do see them sharing analogous processes and practices at a deeper level, and 
advocate debate between the two (e.g., Watson-Verran and Turnbull 1995). 

The Ecologically Rational Farmer 
The ecologically rational farmer view sees FK as ecologically rational, emphuis- 
ing its descriptive and discriminatory value. However, d i l c  FK is often consid- 
ered codifiable, and, therefore, to some extent generalisable, it is not generally 
regarded as theoretical. 

Definition of rurtainabk agriculture. The ecologically rational farmer view 
gives the definition of sustainable agriculture an environmental emphasis. Like 
the socioculturally rational farmer viewpoint, it rejects the assumption that uni- 
lineal, market-driven agriculture development can be sustainable. This vim, in 
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contrasc to the previous ones, often emphasises natural limits to growth, and the 
need to limit human impact through greater understanding of ecological prioci- 
ples to improve management. 

Definition offanner andrricntist know+ In contrast to the sociocultunlly 
rational firmer viewpoint, and similar to the economic rationality viewpoint, the 
ccnlogidy ratiollll viewpoint  see^ no fundamcnal differences in FK and SK. 
because the 'subject matter' of agriculture is common to them both, and 'may be 
of much more importance than are the social and cultural contexts' (Sumberg 
and Okali 1997: 150). Sometimes this view aplicitly contrasts firmers' ecolog- 
ical rationality with ecological irrationality engendered by conventional 'ration- 
al choice' economics (Chambers et al. 1989). This view emphasises farmers' 
accurate and sustainable ecological knowledge of their environments. There are 
two main variants of the ecologically rational farmer viewpoint. The first 
assumes that FK is usually superior to SK because farmers have an intimate 
knowledge of their environments, and seek out and emphasise areas of empirical 
and epistemological overlap heovcen indigenous farmers and modern agricultur- 
al science. This has been critiqued as a 'populist' assumption that ignores the role 
of experience and intuition in local knowledge (Scwnes andThompson 1993). 
The second assumes that SK is usually superior to FK because of the greater 
explanatory power of modern science. It often sees farmers as 'hamfoot scien- 
tists', whose knowledge needs to be vetted in comparison to the more accurate 
SK (See (a) and (h) in row 3 in Table 11.2.) 

The first version often sees SK as inferior because it is inextricably associated 
with capitalist economic assumptions (see Sillitoe, this volume). For example, a 
study of Zapotn farmers in Mexico suggests they are scientists because they 
'hypothesize, they model problems, they experiment, they measure results, and 
they distribute knowledge . ..', even though they 'typically proceed from marked- 
ly different premises - that is, from a different conceptual basis', one that is 'cul- 
turally incommensurable with those predominating in industrialized societies' 
(Gondez 2001: 3) (see Smith, this volume, on inwmmcnsurahility). 

The second version suggests to some that the similarity of local and scientific 
knowledge is due to cognitive human universals as wcll as regulari- 
ties in the natural world (Boster 1996). The intellectualist or comparativist tra- 
dition in ethnohiology takes this view. It sees categories as rccognised rather than 
culturally constructed because nature herself comprises an independent organ- 
ised pattern, and there arc universals in human cognition, resulting in crosssul- 
turd similaritier in the ways in which humans conceive biological organisms 
(Medin and Atran 1999: 8). It is sometimes assumed that SK can serve as the 
ontological comparator, or the 'metalanguage in terms of which the folk system 
can he understood' (Berlin 1992: 201). Some behaviour is seen as influenced by 
group dynamics at a level at which Farmers may not he cognizant, for example in 
the management of large-scale irrigation systems (Lansing et al. 1998). 
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Roks in agngn~lrural dnnlopmmt. In the firs! version of this view, the role of 
outsiders is to understand the extent that FK is compatible with SK, and to sup- 
port and learn from farmers. For example, participatory plant-breeding projects 
may focus on improvements based on farmers' crop varieties, with the implicit 
or cxplicit assumption that these varietiw and FK are locally adapted (Soleri et 
a~. 2602). 

In the second version, the role of outsiders is to figure out inadequacies in FK 
and to remedy them with the application of SK. For example, participatory 
plant-breeding projects may focus on improvements hased on plant breeders' 
modern crop varieties, with the implicit or explicit assumption that these vari- 
eties and SK can be locally adapted and will, therefore, result in more ecologi- 
cally sustainable development (Soleri et al. 2002). Often outsiders use SK to 
evaluate FK, as in a study of soil erosion in Butkina Fuo, which concluded that 
farmen have a p o d  knowledge of wind erosion processes, hut not of water ero- 
sion processes, and are willing to apply new techniques to control erosion, hut 
the main constraints to apply these measurcs arc insufficient knowledge and lack 
of labour (Visser et al. 2003). 

The Complex Farmer 
This is the viewpoint we believe is most consistent with the available informa- 
tion on FK and SK The main difference between the complex firmer viewpoint 
and the three just described is that it emphasiscs distinguishing as much as pos- 
sible value-based kotn empirically hased knowledge, and an inductive approach 
to understanding FK and SK. This opens up the possibility that FK and SK can 

be both similar and different, and that either one can he 'better' than the other, 
depending on the situation and definition of sustainable agriculture. 

Dcfnition of nrrrainabk agriculturr. Definitions of sustainable agriculture are 
holistic, includingsociocultural, environmental and economic sustainability, and 
explicitly discuss the empirical and value-based assumptions underpinning the 
dehition. 

Definition offarmrr and scientist knowkdp. An important goal is to under- 
stand similarities and differences between local and global scientific knowledges 
in a practical way The interest is not only in the atent  to which local and glob 
al scientific knowledges are similar or different, but also whether one is better 
than the other, not in a metaphysical sense, but in an empirical and practical one 
- that is, for any specific situation we need to ask 'Which knowledge, SK, FK or 
a combination of SK and FK, produces the most sustainahle agriculture given 
our detinition?' (c.f. Medin and Atran 1999: 12). As Sillitoe states, 'The objec- 
tive is not to asxss the veracity of local ideas against scientific ones, both are rel- 
ative, but to enrich our overall understanding of environmental interactions 
within cultural contexts' (Sillitoe 1996: 1 l).The outcomes can be measured in 
terns of both firmen' and scientists' goals. 
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Bascd on our review of existing research, thc general hypothesis on which this 
view is based is that both FK and SK (1) include knowledge about how rcality 
ought to be,, based on individual values and goals, and knowledge about how real- 
ity i$, based on observations of external social and biophysical reality; (2) contain 
knowledge about how reality is that is localircd and cmpirical because based on 
unique lou l  contexts, and ge-)2c&d and thmretical because bascd on wide- 
spread patterns (e.g. due to biological evolution); and (3) are comcious and 
uncomcious. For examplc, rather than assuming that FK is tacit and embodied in 
contrast to SK which is conscious and explicit, the complex farmer view intcr- 
prets rcscarch on FK and SK as showing that both are in important ways both 
tacit and explicit (Sillitoe, this volume, Chapter 1). As Scoones and Thompson 
stated it, FK and SK 'are both general and specific, theoretical and practical. 
Both are value-laden, context-specific and influenced by social relations of 
power' (1994: 29). 

Similarities between SK and FK rcsult from the common biophysical envi- 
ronment experienced by both scientists y d  farmers, and the biological similari- 
ties in physical pcrception and cognitie function shared by a l l  humans. 
Differences between SK and FK result from the many unique characteristics of 
fumcrs' situations compared with those of scientlts, including different grow- 
ing environments, crop genotypes, cultural values and social organisation. A 
number of examples of this approach exist, although not nccessarily identified 
explicitly in the terms we use hcrc. They demonstrate a high degree of variabili- 
ty in and between FK and SK, underlain by consistent patterns, providing the 
basis for complementariry and collaboration. 

In northwest Syria, FK and SK of soils and land use potential was comparcd 
and found to be complementary, with FK more local and emphasising sociocul- 
tural variables, whereas SK was more general and emphasised biophysical vari- 
ables (Cools et al. 2003). Research on farmers' weather prediction and thcir use 
of scientific mctmrological information in Burkina Faso found that farmers 
operatc in multiple cognitive frameworks, and are interested in receiving scien- 
tific information bccausc thcy perceive local forecasting mcthods as becoming 
less reliable as a result of increasing climate variability. However, there are signif- 
icant differences between scientific and local forrcasts: the former predict total 
rainhll quantity at a regional scale, whereas the latter stress rainfall duration and 
distribution and are more attuned to cropweather interactions and stress the 
relationship between knowledge and social responsibility (Roncoli et al. 2002). 
Malawian farmers' taxonomy of cassava varieties based on plant morphology dis- 
tinguished varicties with no morphological di&rences between them perccptiblc 
to scicntisrs, but whose distinctness was supported by molecular analyses for 
cyanogenic glucosidc lcvels, and by he-grained genetic analysis (Mkumbira et 
al. 2003). It appears that their extensive experience and observations have result- 
ed in FK of cassava plant morphology being more extensivc and capable of dis- 
criminating at a more subtle level than SK 
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Research also shows FK, like SK, to include theory. In reviewing the results of 
rescarch on subsistence of rainforest peoples, inc\udiig his own with the Nuaulu 
of Seram, eastern Indonesia, in terms of their knowledge of nature, Ellen con- 
cludes that obscrvations of 'particular instances' (substantive knowledge of many 
individual species) leads inductively to 'knowledge of general principles', and in 
knowledge triinsmission these 'overarching deduuive models OF how the natural 
world works are privileged over accumulated inductive knowledge'(Ellen 1999: 
106). These models function at a macro-scale as a 'folk synecology', for example 
in connecting observations at thc species level with forest structure and dynam- 
ics (Ellen 1999: 107). Wola farmen of New Guinea are aware of the geomor- 
phologicd forces that both destroy and renew thcir soil resources, and can use 
their knowledge of processes to explain future aspects of soil formation (Sillitoc 
1996: 135-36). Howevcr, unlike scientists, thcy do not appear to be aware of 
processes on a geological time scalc. There are also similarities and differences 
between the taxonomic classification of animals by the Wola of New Guinea and 
Western sciencc (Sillitoe 2003: 62-71). While Siitoe states that 'idcntifiution 
depends on a fundamentally difirent approach to classification' (2003: 71), his 
data suggest that thcre are also fundamentally similar aspects. 

In our recent research we havc used scenarios based on basic biological princi- 
ples to elicit FK (Soleri and Cleveland 2005) of genotype-by-environment inter- 
action, heritability and genetidy engineered crops varieties (e.g. Soleri et al. 
2002; Solcri et al. 2005). While no truly neutral ontological comparator exists, we 
chose the basic biological modcl of genotype-environment relationships, which is 
universally accepted by biologists, including plant brecdcrs, although they dis- 
agree among themselves about its invrpntarion at higher levels of genedimtion, 
for example whether xlcction in optimal or marginal environments leads to geno- 
types that are better adapted to marginal environments (Cleveland 2001; 
Ccccarclli and Grando 2002). This variation in scientists' interpretations suggests 
that, when farmers do in fact think in terms of the basic model, it can be a valu- 
able comparator, facilitating the considcrarion of FK and SK on equal grounds. 

O v e d  our results are consistent with the complex Farmer view - there are pat- 
terns in FK across different crops and countries, and betwun FK and SK that sup- 
port the hypothesis that cmpirical and theoretical FK and SK consistcndy reflect 
similar patterns and relationships in reality; but there ate also differences among 
Fatmen, among scientists, and b e ~ n  FK and SK, and these can o k n  be explained 
in terms of differences in reality, e.g., in crop varieties, or in cultural values. 

R o h  in agngn~lturn1 &wlopmenr. The challenge for scientists and develop- 
ment professional changes in the complex firmer viewpoint from emphasising 
a deductive definition of knowledge, to emphasising inductive cmpirical research 
to understand the complexities that determine knowledge and practice in a par- 
ticular situation, in order to promote sustainable agriculture as defined. The role 
of farmers will then depend on the extent of similarities and differences in FK 
and SK and the particular problem being addressed (Cleveland and Soleri 2002). 
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For example, goals in our research are to learn (1) how farmers undersrand the 
basic biological model of relationships between plant genotypes and growing 
environments that determine plant phenotypes including the results of seed selec- 
tion: (2) bow this understanding affects farmers' practices and expectations; (3) 
how FK of the basic biological model is similar to or &&rent from SK of this 
model, and (4) how to contribute to collaboration between scientists and farntcrs 
to find ways to improve the results of plant breeding in farmers' own terms. 

Can a Better Empirid Understanding of Ibowledges 
Enhance Sustainable Agriculture? 
If achieving a more sustainable agriculture requires that we develop new, syn- 
cretic forms of knowledge and practice, ones based on both modern agricultur- 
al SK, as well as the traditionally based FK, then we need to understand more 
about the nature and functioning of both FK and SK. 

Real-world decisions are always basedb: incomplete knowledge, i.e., they are 
risky decisions (Hardaker et al. 1997). But decisions have to be made - and we 
should try to improve the likelihood tha; we are m&ng the 'right' decisions by 
distinguishing between goals about the way things ought to be, in the form of 
definitions of sustainable agriculture, and empirical understanding of the way 
things are, in the form of increased understanding of FK and SK. We propose 
that distinguishing the different ontological natures of sustainability and knowl- 
edge could increase our ability to debate explicitly stated definitions of sustain- 
able agriculture in terms of values, and the empirical nature of SK and FK in 
terms of data and hypothesis testing. In this way SK and FK are more likely to 
be successful tools for achieving whatever vision of sustainable agriculture we 
may agree on. 
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